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MESSAGE

“

Professor Dr. Touhid Bhuiyan
Director, Cyber Security Center,
Daffodil International University &
Advisor, BugsBD Limited

Bugsbd is the future torchbearer for enriching
security and development in the IT sector. Beginning
our journey in 2015, we set targets to create further
improvements. Throughout our journey, we have
built the most responsive and safest software
services for the people.
IT infrastructure is an ever changing one. Nothing
remains new here for a long time. Constant
innovation and up-gradation is the key to our
company. Over the years, the challenges on our way
were different but not difficult to solve.
Cyber threats have graver consequences. Proper
security and development strengthen an existing
system. We research the gravity of newer threats,
find solutions for them and thus protect the system.
Expectations are huge in this cyber world. Bugsbd
understands the dimensions of people’s needs and
commits quality measures. It is our commitment
that makes us unique from all. We believe in the
mental satisfaction of our clients. We will continue
to make them happier.

Professor Dr. Touhid Bhuiyan

”

MESSAGE

“

Ms. Tanjila Farah
Lecturer,
Nort South University &
Advisor, BugsBD Limited

This is an era of Information Technology. The
significance and importance of the varied use of
software systems are beggar descriptions. Every
business is unique and always needs custom
software. Many an IT company is available to make
this happen.
Not all companies get success in their path though
working with excellence. Many obstacles restrict
them. Lack of ideas and principles implementation
may be stated as the first impediment. Better
adaptability is the only way through that we firmly
emphasize on. We achieve our dream to be the best
by following some essential techniques. Our great
adaptability is the result of maintaining the ideal
industry standard for software development. Some
other problems we overcome is weak architectural
structures, inefficient designs, and non-professional
coding. One of these is enough to create much
nuisance and distress to the company.

The strategies allow us to produce useful and costeffective customized services for our clients.
With our transparency in the development and
security services, we build better communication
with them. We believe that clients’ success is our
success.
Ms. Tanjila Farah
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MESSAGE

“

Delwar Alam
Managing Director,
BugsBD Limited.

IT industries are making revolutionary changes in the
business arena. The opportunities are immense in
digital business. All the companies are approaching
this unique kit to stay ahead in the competition.
Bugsbd started its first step to leave the footprint as
one of the best IT security company in Bangladesh.
Our team believes in hard work and passion. We
build a stronger relationship with our clients by
ensuring the most agile and innovative business
strategies.
Maintenance and upgrade of any business’ system is
a continuous process. As it is related to the financial
issue, we always work to provide development and
security software that fits the company most. Our
services are effective and cost-effective.
We have a farsighted view of the new solutions.
Before making new solutions, we invest in them and
develop our team to increase their capabilities. With
our solutions, legacy diminishes and the business
goes to the next step.

Delwar Alam
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MESSAGE

“

Abdur Rahman Shobuj
Chief Operations Officer,
BugsBD Limited

Incepted in 2015, Bugsbd is a software development
and security service provider company in
Bangladesh. All the way, we have provided our
solutions worldwide.
A robust team with highly trained professionals
working relentlessly to become one of the wellestablished organizations. Each thoroughly qualified
team member is influenced by our management to
excel in his working limits. The team has a strong
bond among them and an extra-ordinary output is
the ultimate result of their collaboration.
Our solutions help organizations in optimizing their
operations, managing their cost and investing in
innovation. The solutions are competent to the need
of the companies. They simplify existing technology
problems.
We have blended our intelligence with innovative
technology. This mixture can combat cyber threats.
Our services are the most useful cyber defense
platform as we follow an innovation cycle. Clients’
satisfaction is the main target of our company.

Abdur Rahman Shobuj

”
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ACKGROUND

Bugsbd Limited, the goal is simply to make organizations better at building
complex business systems. We design, sell and support software used by
systems architects, developers, and operations teams worldwide.

The company was founded in 2015.The company has grown quickly and
strategically, in both revenue and staff. Currently, we have over 35 staff
members. One of our most distinctive features is that, just like our software,
we’re fully distributed. We provided services to clients countrywide and
overseas. We are spread across 6 countries, covering multiple time zones,
conducting our work when it’s most suitable for us. During the last 6 years,
Bugsbd Limited has successfully implemented more than 80+ projects. Facing
new challenges and finding a unique solution for them was the initial
inspiration for us to stand up to our present position.
In 2018 Bugsbd Limited achieved one of the best service providing company.
We are always focusing exclusively on high quality and cost-effective software
development and implementation of services. This unusual, dispersed
organization has its challenges, but many more rewards, including hiring the
best people in the world, and creating a very productive culture.

Introduction

BugsBD Limited
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About Us
We are enriched by a number of young, energetic and skilled software engineers
and security professionals who have already proven their expertise in this field.
We have also a strong networking of different skill sets who would help to ensure
absolute solution to our valued clients. This is not only an open platform for the
professionals and clients but also it is a podium of congregated transmittable of
knowledge that creates more expertise as well in this field of security.
The key services provided by BugsBD Limited. are Vulnerability Assessment &
Penetration Testing, Web Application Testing, Network Security, Database
Security, System Security, Mobile Application Penetration Testing, Cloud Security,
Intrusion Detection and Incident Response, Social Engineering, Source Code
Review, Email Security, Digital Forensics, web development, app development,
digital marketing, design and many more.

Reliable

Solutions

Experience

Affordable

It is a renowned offshore
company. We believe in
building and maintaining long
term relationships with all our
clients.

We endeavor to offer you best
solutions in order to acquire your
maximum satisfaction. We are the
masters in offering effective
software development solutions.

We are pioneer in lambasting
problems like web or software
development etc. Our experts
handle your assigned projects
prudently.

We have provided best plus
affordable web development
services to numerous large as
well as medium entrepreneurs.

What we do
We
provide
end-to-end
advisory,
protection and monitoring services to
secure your organization. We advise on
your cybersecurity strategy depending on
your current level of maturity to help you
define your security perimeter, objectives
and procedures. Our aim is to protect
your systems with our cybersecurity
solutions and monitor your system to
detect and react in advance of cyber
attacks.
We also provide web application
development,
cloud
computing,
JavaScript development, Mobile app
development and digital marketing.
Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Agenda
We offer a range of web development services
to our valued clients BugsBD is committed to
providing state of the art web development
services to our clients worldwide. Backed by a
team of highly skilled and experienced
developers, we are able to extend such
services using the most cutting edge
technologies. We follow a structured process
of development and offer timely project
delivery.

Our mission
Our Mission is to achieve the reputation of a quality, high
standard & reliable solution & service Provider Company in the
ICT industry. Our challenge is to enhance the business
operations of its clients by developing and/or implementing
premium IT products and services. We want to broaden the
business growth of our customers business. We are here to
exceed your expectations and create an everlasting, mutually
beneficial bond with you.

Our vision

BugsBD mission includes:
1. Providing high-quality software development services,
professional consulting and development outsourcing that
would improve our customers’ operations;
2. Making access to information easier and securer (Enterprise
Business);
3. Improving communication and data exchange (Business to
Business);
4. Providing our customers with a Value for Money and
5.Providing our employees with meaningful work and
advancement opportunities.
Our other goal is to make a user-friendly and user-responsive
web development services. We thrive in the market through our
transparency and cost-effective services. We are always there
for our persistent effort to our clients that makes us one of the
best companies in Bangladesh.

BugsBD is a leading IT company for
Consulting Services and Deployment of best
of breed Business Solutions to top tier
domestic and international customers. Our
Vision is to achieve 100% customer
satisfaction by delivering quality products and
services at an affordable cost and to strive to
become an entity in technology-based
corporate solutions, capable of demanding
an unconditional response from the targeted
niche. We also offer special expertise in
custom software development – providing
specialized products, IT services and custom
end to end solutions to our enterprise
customers

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

Development

Technology

W
hen we think of the word 'technology', what comes
to mind? It might sound like something from a sci-fi show,

or something that has to run on electricity. Technology
makes us think of the very complex, but energy doesn't
have to be complex.
Technology is intervention by design: the use of practical
and intellectual resources to develop products and systems (technological outcomes) that expand human possibilities by addressing needs and realising opportunities.

63% of organizations
increased their IT budget to
invest in Technologies.

Technology is generally defined as "science or knowlTechnology is never static. It is influenced by and in turn edge applied to a definite purpose." Technology assessimpacts on the cultural, ethical, environmental, political, ment has been defined as a form of policy research that
examines short- and long-term consequences (for examand economic conditions of the day.
ple, societal, economic, ethical, legal) of the application
So the actual definition of “technology is the practical ap- of technology
plication of knowledge so that something entirely new
can be done, or so that something can be done in a completely new way”.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

Types of technology
In the current situation technology is the major factor of competitiveness and way of getting higher position in
the world. The analysis of technologies is a first step in describing and understanding the economic activities
and performance of countries. Here we discuss 3 main categories of technology
Voice of Internet Protocol (VoIP) is popular because it works through the Internet, which saves money on
local, national, and international calls. Choosing a business class phone provider can offer a plethora of
features to streamline communication and give you a higher level of control during phone calls.

Mobile
Technology

Informa on
Technology



Information technology now
plays a key role in many of
today’s businesses. To keep
business functioning at its
peak, it’s smart to use IT
managed services to establish a solid infrastructure.
Providers will utilize the latest
technology to meet the custom needs of your company
and propel it into the future.
Most modern technologies
have some relationship with
information technology.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

Network

Links that allow devices to
share data. Networks are
connected to networks to
create larger networks such
as the internet. Now a days
internet that provides a great
change in the world.

BugsBD Limited
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Design / Markup
We used Bootstrap and jQuery to design a website template. We used
Adobe instrument’s for design a PSD template and convert it with
Bootstrap brand new template for Iqsa soft clients. JQuery optimization
reduce the sites’ loading speed to 2s.

Theme & Integration
We worked with wordpress theme customization for clients. SEO plugins
are integrated to clients sites which increase the quality and quantity of
website traffic.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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eCommerce
Integrate opencart for ecommerce websites. One of the project baganbari,
where need to implement the opencart for ecommerce integration. This
helped the company as more simple to use the products management.

Web Development
We used Laravel with mysql database for iqsashop project. As Laravel is the most popular
and secured, updated framework now a days.so, this gave the best product quality for the
project.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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App Development
Using Java for DIU mobile application project on education purpose. The
teachers and students are benefited. Their communications with this app
make the education system cool, easier and attractive.

Digital Marketing
We are working with digital marketing for many of our clients. Like, one of
them were ‘FoodBaz’, They were benefited by reaching their food content
to the targeted customer. This helps them to reach about 500+ customers
per week and benefited 40%+ than before.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Cloud Computing
Using AWS for email marketing , which were help to reach the most
targeted people for the organization. Also used digitalocean for deploying
clients projects which were help to ensure the projects will be perfectly run
any other server

JavaScript Development
NodeJs is a popular language for development . We used nodejs for a
python based web project for an international client. Python and nodeJs
combination make it more light full and secured.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Development Service
Graphic Design

Mobile App Development

Our designing team helps you
enhance your design that will bring
professionalism in the business
image & optimize marketing.

We have expertise in multifarious
games & apps development that will
be helpful in propelling the business
in online marketplace.

Web Design

Product Design Tool

We can create pixel perfect and
responsive web design for our client’s
business website, so they can get
more customers and generate leads.

We have expertise in multifarious
games & apps development that will
be helpful in propelling the business
in online marketplace.

Digital Marketing

Web Development

We have a team of digital marketing
experts, who devise proper strategy
to optimize the ranking of the website
in the search engine result page.

Our team of web developers helps
your business stand out of the crowd
in the online marketplace by
providing brilliantly designed website.

Specialization
Design &
Markup

Web
Development

Graphics
Design

Open
Source

Logo Design

eCommerce

Web Design

Custom
Development

Front End

Frame Work

Apps & Game
Development

Big Data

Android
Apps

Business
Analytics

iOS Apps

Business
Intelligence

Facebook
Apps
Game
Development

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

Digital
Marketing
SEO
Social Media
PPC
Display Ads
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Process

Idea

Sketch

Design

Develop

Test

Celebrate

To analyze
the
requirement
through indepth
research
with the help
of brilliant
tools.

To draft the
design that
is related to
the research
in order to
check the
feasibility.

After
completing
feasibility
test, a final
design is
prepared by
using smart
tools.

Now, our
the
developmen
t team starts
developing
the solution
according to
design.

In testing
phase, we
test every
component
to make
sure that our
solution fits
the
requirement.

We make
delivery for
the solution
and assist
our clients
to control
and
administer
solution.

Gearing Up Business for Online Marketplace with Incredible Features
We empower client’s business to overcome challenges & achieve envisioned objective.

Standardized
Approach
Our team implements
standard strategy to
render effective solution
for every business.

Business Flexibility
Our business handling
approach comprises
flexibility that enables
clients to avail service.

Seamless
Communication
Communication
channel is 24/7 active
to ensure that every
query is responded on
time.

Awesome Pricing
All our services are
available at the best
price in the specific
arena.

Technology
Expertise
To cater out-of-thebox solutions, we
always keep
ourselves updated
with new technology.

Prompt Execution
We follow the stringent
measures to execute our
services within the
scheduled time frame.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Methodology

Two different approaches depending on the project and the client
AGILE METHODOLOGY

Main Practices

TRADITIONAL APPROACH

Based on RUP, CMMI Iterative
and incremental lifecycle

Based on Scrum and XP Iterative
and incremental lifecycle
User Stories Acceptance
Criteria
Test cases based on
acceptance criteria

Requirements management
Testing

Agile estimation

Effort estimation

Burndown charts

Metrics

Sprint Planning Meeting Sprint backlog

Use cases
Test cases based on use cases
Estimation by points
Scorecards

Planning

Project plan / schedule

Daily stand-up

Project tracking

Status meetings

Sprint review meeting

User acceptance

UAT - User Acceptance Test

Sprint retrospective meeting

Process feedback

Post mortem meetings

Scrum at BugsBD
Scrum Master

Product Owner
➢ Dedicated team assigned to each
project
➢ Different team configurations
depending on each need
➢ Resources embedded in the client
team (mixed team)
➢ All team members are from BugsBD
➢ Sprint duration: 2 weeks
➢ Main activities:
- Sprint planning
- Daily stand-up meetings
- Sprint review / Demo
- Sprint retrospective

Requirements
Baseline

Product Backlog

Team
Potentially Shippable
Product Increment

2 weeks

Sprint Planning
meeting

Daily StandUp meetings

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

Sprint
Review
Meeting

Retrospective
Meeting
Postmortem
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Team Configurations
We assign dedicated teams to each of our projects, composed of different profiles according to each need

Team
Team
Company
LeaderDevelopers Partner
Developers

Company
Partner
Business

Designer
Analysts Business Designers Scrum

Product
Owner

Q&A

Scrum
Master

Master

Analysts
Team
Leader

Client
Sponsor

Q&A

Product
Owner

Client
Sponsor

Works with API

Mobile Application
With using

RESTful API

A RESTful API is an application program interface that
uses HTTP requests to GET, PUT, POST and DELETE data.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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More Platform
with REST API

Android application
Fetcher use
Familiarity with

Payment getaway

Android NDK/SDK

Authorize and Paypal

Universal

Web services

Design & Development

(XML,JSON,REST and SOAP)

Excellent

Expertise with

Optimization and debugging skill

MYSQL,SQLite and DB Management

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Features of products

ERP
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) ranks high among the most comprehensive,
powerful data management solutions available. For many businesses, ERP is an ideal
solution for data analysis, automation and full-scale infrastructure integration.
Important ERP Features List

Integration
Automation
Data Analysis
Reporting
Customer Relationship
Management
Accounting
Tracking and Visibility
Core Features

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Features of products

E Commerce
Ecommerce, also known as electronic commerce or internet commerce, refers to the
buying and selling of goods or services using the internet, and the transfer of money
and data to execute these transactions.
The Most Important Ecommerce Features Include:
Content management capabilities
Promotion and discount code tools
An easy-to-use checkout
Search engine optimized code and layout
Reporting tools
An integrated blog or articles section
Email marketing integration
Multiple payment options (Credit card, PayPal, PO, Terms, etc.)
The ability to scale up with your platform
Core Features

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Research and Development
The concept of our work is based on continuous innovations and implementation of
innovative ideas. Research and Development teams that are gathered around different
business ideas are committed to rethink and improve the existing solutions.

The purpose of our R&D teams is to expand the frontiers of human understanding of
the business processes and environmental issues, to improve our society as a whole.
We are working with IoT . We have for enterprise innovation and R&D teams to work
together
Increased
creativity

Flexibility

Cost-effectiveness
and peace of mind

The cool factor

INTERNET OF
THINGS IMPORTANT TO OUR
IS THE

EVERYDAY LIVES?

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Examples of how we use Internet of Things in
our everyday lives include:

Smart
appliances

Smart security
systems, smart
locks, and
smart
doorbells

Smart home
hubs

Is industrial

IoT is making
our lives better?

Fitness
trackers, sleep
trackers, and
smart scales

Smart City

IoT helps us work smarter, live
smarter, and gain complete
control over our lives, but it’s also
supporting our wellbeing behind
the scenes.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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Fourth industrial revolution
The fourth industrial revolution is the current and developing
environment in which disruptive technologies and trends such as the
Internet of Things (IoT), robotics, virtual reality (VR) and artificial
intelligence (AI) are changing the way we live and work.

We are working with new technologies that is Blockchain , AI and Big
data analysis. These new technologies will impact all disciplines,
economics and industries, and even challenge our ideas about what it
means to be human.

Health Sector

E-commerce

Cryptocurrency

Wallet

Blockchain
AI

Big data

Smart
security
Data Center
Fitness Tracker

Cloud Computing

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

Security

“The main focus of BugsBD is to conduct VAPT in such organizations who are concern
about information security for their system infrastructure. BugsBD is generally an
Managed Security Service Provider in Bangladesh. Additionally we are working to
implement SOC center in some organizations."

BugsBD Limited

Our Solutions
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“BugsBD Limited is a leader of next-generation information Security (IS) services and
solutions. Our mission is to ensure the client satisfaction according to requirements. We are
offering world’s best Cyber Security Solutions to develop a secure Digital Bangladesh.”

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

WorkingProcedure

Conclusion
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FUTURE PLAN
“The area of Information Security is rising up in
Bangladesh in very recent. The future plan of
BugsBD Limited. is not only ensure the
information security but also establish some
good opportunities for Information Security
Researchers in Bangladesh.

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.
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BRINGS CLIENTS
A FORTUNE WITH REAL RESULTS
LOGO

Company Name

Works

Prothom Alo

- Web application
- Penetration test
https://www.prothomalo.com/ - Web Server Pentesting

SureCash

Review
“We are very happy to
work with Bugsbd.”

-Vulnerability Assessment
-Penetration testing

-

-Vulnerability Assessment
-Penetration testing

“We are happy for the
engagement with BugsBD
Limited.”

https://www.surecash.net/

Computer Ease Limited
http://www.celimited.com/
Access to information in
Bangladesh

- Web Application
- Mobile Application
- Penetration test

“They worked wholeheartedly

- Web Application
- Mobile Application
- Penetration test

“Seriously it's most effective
and supporting company”

Kishor Bataon Konnect

-Mobile Application

http://konnect.edu.bd/

-Mobile Application
Pentesting

“We are so glad that our
company has been using
Bugsbd for our computer
support !”

https://a2i.gov.bd/

Ekpay
https://ekpay.gov.bd

Department of Land
Records and Surveys

- Web Application security

on the project without caring
about their work schedules.”

“Impressive development!”

https://www.land.gov.bd/

GRS

-Mobile Application
-Source Code Audit

http://www.grs.gov.bd/

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

“Glad to write this
testimonial for Bugsbd
Limited and its dedicated
team.”
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BRINGS CLIENTS
A FORTUNE WITH REAL RESULTS
LOGO

Company Name
DOPTTOR
http://idp.doptor.gov.bd

Teachers Bataon
https://www.teachers.gov.bd

Muktopaath, e-Learning
Platform
http://www.muktopaath.gov.bd/

eChallan

Works

Review

- Web Application
- Mobile Application
- Penetration test

“Their service is out of
questions. One of the best
IT security farm.”

- Web Application
- Mobile Application
- Penetration test

“An outsourced team of IT
experts help in supporting
and enhancing our
platform.”

- Web Application
- Mobile Application
- Penetration test

“We are so glad to using
Bugsbd for our muktopath !”

- Penetration test

“Their security service is out
standing.”

http://echallan.gov.bd/

Imam bataon
http://imam.gov.bd/

Nothi

- Web application
- Penetration test
- Web Server Pentesting

“Security service is best
service that we serviced.”

-Mobile Application

“Their development team
and support service is
good”

- Product Design
- Web Server Pentesting

“Using Bugsbd pentesting
service is very good .”

- Web Application
- Mobile Application
- Penetration test

“Working with Bugsbd is a
great experience for our
university”

https://www.nothi.gov.bd

Idea Bank
http://ideabank.eservice.gov.bd/

Daffodil International
University
https://daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/

SDG TRACKER
http://www.sdg.gov.bd/

- Web application
- Penetration test
- Web Server Pentesting

Copyright © 2019 BugsBD Limited.

“They are absolutely
professional and friendly.”

BugsBD Limited
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Client Quotes
“The innovation of the workplace is key to the development of
innovative solutions.”
- Ek Pay

“ Even though cyber problem is very common to us but the way of
soluation is still in closet for Bangladesh. ”
A. S. M. Khairuzzaman Sarkar
Chief Information Officer & SEVP,The Premier Bank Ltd.

“ Best android app development services. I’m very glad to have a client
of Bugsbd ”
Zahangir Kabir
Owner, Fashion Artisty.

“Bug Bounty platform would proof as a milestone in the field of
cyber security in Bangladesh.”
Md. Wahid Miah
Director, Midland Bank Limited
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